The physical galleries of the Anderson Arts Center are currently closed to the public until further notice. Please enjoy this virtual tour instead. The virtual tour is meant to give you an overview of all the selected pieces that were selected to be a part of this show.

If you would like to see the Juried Show in person, we are accepting appointments! Email aprilc@andersonarts.org or call 864-222-2787.

Your continued support is vital to the success of the Arts Center. Like many non-profits and businesses, the changes of daily operations caused by coronavirus have had a significant impact on our income. We appreciate your generosity and support of the arts!

Click here to donate now!

Click HERE to begin the tour
Click on the Left, Right, or Center Arrows
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Rebecca Splawn
“Lure”
Acrylic on Canvas
$400

PURCHASE AWARD WINNER
Lori Solymosi
“Treasures”
Mixed Media
$600

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Debbie Bzdyl
“Then The Rains Came”
Mixed Media
$675

Purchase Here
Carole Knudson Tinsley
“Special Friends”
Acrylic
NFS
Ali van den Broek
“Pas de Deux”
Mixed Media
$200

Purchase Here
Carole Knudson Tinsley
“Story Wall”
Acrylic/Ink
NFS
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Diann Simms
“Red Corner Chair”
Watercolor/Ink
$475

Purchase Here
C.T. Weiss
“Contours 2”
Photo Transfer
$135

PHOTOGRAPHY MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Loretta Addison
“Travelers Rest - Scales”
Watercolor
$600

Purchase Here
Aldo Muzzarelli
“Fading Wings”
Acrylic, Graphite, Canvas, Wood, Metal Leaf
$750

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Cecile L.K. Martin
“Zephyr”
Monoprint Collage
$900

Purchase Here
Kathy Moore
“Endangered Species”
Found Object
$1,000

Purchase Here
Sarah Kunkel
“The Echoing Blue”
Mixed Media
$400

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Heather Noe
“Dark Days Ahead”
Enamel on Panel
$350

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Glenn Abbott
“Maelstrom”
Oil and Cold Wax
NFS
Akasha Wood
“Blizzard Brewing”
Oil on Canvas
$900

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Polly Richardson
“Marsh At Pawleys”
Watercolor
$275

Purchase Here
Jim Jackson
“Coastal Carolina”
Jewelry
$110

FINE CRAFT MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here

<<HOME>>
Jill Strickland
“Look Up Child”
Oil on Canvas
$650

Purchase Here
Steven Jordan
“Steeple View, 1972”
Oil
$7,500

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Click Here To Go Back Or Here to Go Forward

Sarah Kern
“Buddy”
Drawing
$300

Purchase Here

<<HOME>>
Tom Dimond
“Spheres of Influence”
Acrylic, Watercolor, Collage
$2,500

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Tom Dimond
“Atlas”
Acrylic, Watercolor, Collage
$2,500

Purchase Here

<<HOME>>
Akasha Wood
“Endangered”
Oil on Canvas
$900

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Beti Strobeck
“Holden Beach Shipyards”
Acrylic
$700

PURCHASE AWARD WINNER
Jane Todd Butcher
“Cypress Forest, Winter”
Watermedia & Collage
$650

PURCHASE AWARD WINNER
Matthew Brophy
“80,000 BTU’s”
Ceramic Pottery
$550

PURCHASE AWARD WINNER

FINE CRAFT MERIT AWARD WINNER
Jennifer Pray
“Grace”
Photography
$150

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Seth Scheving
“Is She Naked?”
Watercolor & Graphite
$350

Purchase Here
Michael England
“Beach Conference”
Watercolor
$750

Purchase Here
Alice Burnette
“Midwest Heritage”
Watercolor
NFS
Joanne Anderson
“Ain’t Gonna Do It”
Graphite
NFS

MERIT AWARD WINNER
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Larry Seymour
“Snow Pack”
Gouache
$3,000

Purchase Here
Guido Migiano
“Sunlight On A Mountain River II”
Oil on Canvas
$1,400

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
John Urban
“Passing Through”
Oil
$1,500

Passing Through
Wendy Converse
“Rugged Beauty”
Wood-fired Ceramic
$300

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Allen Coles
“Down the Highway”
Photography
$215

PHOTOGRAPHY MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Mishelle Barnett
“Gold In The Morning Sun”
Oil
NFS

MERIT AWARD WINNER
Sally Trussell
“Stonewall Winery”
Oil
$200

Purchase Here
Michelle Winnie
“Morgan and Mickey”
Oil on Canvas
$1,200

Purchase Here
C.T. Weiss
“Estadio Abandonado”
Photography
$225

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Will Barnes
“Alternate Reality #3”
Photography
$500

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Maegan Mosher
“It’s Literally Just a Gas Station
Photography
$200

Purchase Here
Johan Hakansson
“Southern Charm”
Photography
$450

Purchase Here
Will Barnes
“Vitrics of Color #2”
Photography
$500

PURCHASE AWARD WINNER
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Barbara Whitney
“Astral Way”
Photography
$325

Purchase Here
Ali van den Broek
“The Subject was Pairs”
Photography
$275

Purchase Here
Carolyn Gibson
“All My Belongings”
Mixed Media
$125

Purchase Here
Anthony Hedrick
“Greece in a Saucer”
Pastel
$1,200

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Larry Bennett
“Dock”
Photography
$275

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Barbara Ervin
“That Old Time Religion - Hard Work with Divine Inspiration”
Stone, Wood
$2,000

Purchase Here
William Jameson
“Afternoon Light, Jones Gap Cascades”
Oil on Canvas
$45,000

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
J Michael Simpson
“Since III”
Acrylic, Silkscreen/Canvas
$2,500

Purchase Here
David Young
“Face in Driftwood”
Clay Wood Leather
$325

Purchase Here
Kennedy Wakefield
“The Memory Project”
Graphite
$250

Purchase Here

<<HOME>>
Erin Spainhour
“N. Charleston, Shop 23”
Digital Photography
$200

Purchase Here
Brenda Hill
“Master of Disguise”
Photograph
$295

Purchase Here
Gordon Dohm
“Coastal Carolina Sunrise”
Photography
$225

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Hamed Mahmoodi
“Celebrity”
Oil on Wood
$4,000

Purchase Here
Samara Phillips
“Waiting For Cut Flowers”
Acrylic on Paper
$175

Purchase Here
Kent Ambler
“Moonlit Mill”
Woodcut
$350

Purchase Here
Katya Cohen
“Ghosts”
Oils & Linocut on Panel
$1,550

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Sydney Gambrell
“Worley Woods”
Red Oak
NFS
Ellie Phillips
“Lilies”
Oil on Canvas
$275

Purchase Here

<<HOME>>
Gail Watson
“On the Lookout”
Watercolor
$500

Purchase Here
Diana Gilham
Abstract Landscape II
Oil & Cold Wax
$250

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Kay Bingner
“Vertical Blues”
Mixed on Canvas
$575

DAVID VANDIVER BEST OF SHOW

Purchase Here

Click Here To Go Back Or Here to Go Forward
Tom Gibson
“El Garanje, La Habana Vieja”
Photography
$300

PHOTOGRAPHY MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Click on the Left, Right, or Center Arrows
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Matthew Brophy
“Shrouded Gathering”
Ceramic Pottery
$550

PURCHASE AWARD WINNER
Anita Seitz
“Honeysuckle Hummingbird”
Watercolor
$495
Carrie Burns Brown
“Everything Dances”
Acrylic on Canvas
$1,500

Purchase Here
Wendyth Thomas Wells
“Go Fish/Red”
Gouache/Fluid Acrylic/Charcoal
$500

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Lu Bentley
“Dreams”
Acrylic
$495

Purchase Here
Steven Jordan
“The Root Of All Evil”
Collage
$500

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here

<<HOME>>
Steve Garner
“Me Nightowl”
Mixed Media
$1,200

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Valerie Lowe
“Malcolm Makes Me Happy”
Woodfired Ceramic
$450

Purchase Here
Edward Shmunes
“Revelry”
Photography Archival Pigment Print
$275

Purchase Here
J Michael Simpson
“Since IV”
Acrylic, Silkscreen/Canvas
$1,200

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Toni Elkins
“Pretty Girls”
Watercolor Collage
$490

Purchase Here
Lula Lowery
“"I Am In Charge Of Me”
Mixed Media
$1,500

Purchase Here
Steve Garner
“Deerland 55”
Acrylic
$1,400

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Denise Ayers
“Jessica and Ellie”
Charcoal and Ink on Paper
$500

Purchase Here
Denise Ayers
“A Visual Guide on How to Hold and Interact with Your Device”
Charcoal, Ink, and Wax pencil on paper mounted to board
$950

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Al Morris
“Savage Mills #3”
Watercolor
$500

WATERCOLOR AWARD - IN MEMORY OF RUTH HOPKINS WINNER

Purchase Here
Stan O'Bannon
“Serenity”
Watercolor
$800

PURCHASE AWARD WINNER
Click Here To Go Back Or Here to Go Forward

Al Morris
“Morning Tea”
Watercolor
$550

Purchase Here
Erin Spainhour
“Highlands, The Bascom”
Digital Photography
$175

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
John Urban
“Horsepower”
Oil
$800

Purchase Here
Guido Migiano
“At the River Bend”
Oil on Canvas
$1600

PURCHASE AWARD WINNER
Larry Seymour
“Rock Repose”
Gouache
$4,500

Purchase Here
William Jameson
“Variations on a Theme: Nocturne II”
Oil on Canvas
$7,500

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Wendy Converse
“Kappadokia”
Wood-fired Ceramic
$500

Purchase Here
Erin Hughes
“Mavis”
Photo Encaustic
$750

Purchase Here
Anthony Hedrick
“That’s Right, Yer Not From Texas”
Graphite
$1,600

Purchase Here
Ray Richards
“Union Pacific 4014 “Big Boy” Tour. Del Rio Texas 11-3-19”
Photography
$1,500

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Maegan Mosher
“Missing Piece”
Photography
$200

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Julie Lamp
“Infinity”
Basketry
$225

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Kent Ambler
“Afterglow”
Woodcut
$1,250

CALLIE STRINGER RAINNEY AWARD

THIRD PLACE
Barbara Ervin
“Hills of Peacock and Gold”
Woven Monotypes
$600

PURCHASE AWARD WINNER
Brenda McLean
“Road to Highlands”
Pastel
$500

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Click Here To Go Back Or Here to Go Forward

C.T. Weiss
“Contours 3”
Photo Transfer
$135

Purchase Here

<<HOME>>
Judy Martin
“Drip”
Fused Glass
$225

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Brad Johnson
“Autumn Glory”
Oil
$675

Purchase Here
Sally Trussell
“Maine Canoe”
Oil
$200

Purchase Here
Diana Gilham
“Abstract Landscape I”
Oil & Cold Wax
$250

Purchase Here
Beti Strobeck
“Morning Has Broken”
Oil
$700

PURCHASE AWARD WINNER
Diane B. Lee
“Spring Bouquet”
Watercolor
$275

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Evelyn Beck
“The Bridge”
Fiber
$275

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Connie Lippert
“Emergence”
Fiber/Natural Dyes
$1,500

Purchase Here
Lu Wixon
“Brissey Ridge Hikers”
Acrylic
$500

Purchase Here
Valerie Lowe
“Enough For Everyone”
Woodfired Ceramic
$350

FINE CRAFT MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Craig Johnson
“Holy Family”
Mixed Media on Wood Panel
$900

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Jamie Hansen
“The Space Between Us”
Watercolor on Board
$600

Purchase Here
Bob Jolly
“Riding A Zephyr”
Acrylic
$1,800

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Tabitha Simmons
“Cellular Memory”
Mixed Media
$700

Purchase Here
John Pendarvis
“Shadowed Beneath Thy Hand”
Mixed Media
$2,600

MERIT AWARD WINNER

Purchase Here
Lisa Shimko
“Mourning Dress (Cherry Tree)”
Acrylic on Canvas
$2,200

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Click Here To Go Back Or Here to Go Forward

Jason Padaetz
“#7”
Drawing/Mixed Media
$290

Purchase Here

<<HOME>>
CL Thrower
“Saint Indulgens I”
Mixed Media
$1,300

Purchase Here
Carlyn Hardy
“City Stroll”
Acrylic
$950

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE
Evelyn Beck
“Kiddie Ride”
Fiber
$500

Purchase Here
Ann Heard
“Red Amaryllis”
Acrylic
$300

Purchase Here
Catherine Stathakis
“Seasons Change”
Embroidery/Cross Stitch
NFS
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

You can also go to the next section of selected pieces by clicking HERE.
Carrie Burns Brown
“Convergent”
Acrylic on Canvas
NFS

Click Here To Go Back Or Here to Go Forward
Lori Solymosi
“Figuratively Speaking”
Acrylic
$1,200

Purchase Here
Linda Pryor
“Viola’s Quilt”
Slumped & Fused Glass
$550

Purchase Here
Carolyn Gibson
“Empty x 3”
Photography
$250

Purchase Here
Click on each piece to get a close up view and find out more information on the artist and the medium.

This is the last section of selected pieces. Click here to start over.
Kay Bingner
“That’s The Ticket”
Mixed on Wood Panel
$385

Purchase Here
Joe Farmer
“Ancient Voices”
Mixed
$2,500

Purchase Here
Katya Cohen
“OI”
Oils on Panels
$475

RUSSELL WARREN SECOND PLACE AWARD

Purchase Here
Thanks for visiting!

Please click here to go back to the start of the tour

Or here to go back to the Anderson Arts Center Homepage

Have a great day and be safe!